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Kitchener Rangers defenceman 
Ben Fanelli was named the OHL’s 
humanitarian of the year Monday 
afternoon. Fanelli is the fi rst Rangers 
recipient of the Dan Snyder Memorial 
Trophy - given annually to a player who is 
a positive role model in the community. “It 
is an honour to receive an award that shows 
the importance of putting in the effort not 
only on the ice and at the rink but in our 
community,” Fanelli said in a news release. 

Fanelli, 20, has worked hard to raise 
funds and awareness for head injuries 
through his program Head Strong: Fanelli 
4 Brain Injury Awareness. To date, the 
program has contributed more than 
$18,000 for the Brain Injury Association 
of Canada, among other groups. Fanelli’s 
hockey career almost ended three years ago 
when he suffered a serious brain injury after 
being hit into the end boards at the Aud. 
The Oakville native capped a remarkable 
comeback by returning to the ice after a 
two year layoff and was one of the most 
consistent Rangers this season. 

Fanelli will be the OHL’s nominee for 
humanitarian of the year at the annual 
CHL awards May 25.

Rangers star 
Fanelli honoured 
by OHL
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Barb Butler - Impact EditorBarb Butler - Impact Editor

Message from the Editor, Barb Butler
Many of you are aware that I am a 

brain injury survivor. Some of you are 
also aware that I reside in the province 
of Saskatchewan, where we, like many 
other parts of Canada, endured one of 
the longest winters ever. When spring 
fi nally arrived I think all Canadians felt 
like they had “survived”. I am proud 
of my survival and what I, and other 
survivors I know, have accomplished 
with our lives. I am however humbled 
by the incredible strength of those in 
the news of late who have survived 
decades of abuse and other such stories 
of success in the face of adversity, 
showing incredible resilience. I salute 
all of you who are survivors, including 

our winter survivors!!

Our 10th annual conference in 
Kingston, September 25-27th, 2013 
includes fi ve excellent keynote speakers, 
all of whom are survivors. Elsewhere in 
this newsletter there will be conference, 
hotel and registration information.  
Further information concerning all 
speakers will be available over the 
next few months on our website and 
through mail outs. As always if you 
have any questions please email me at 
barbbutler@biac-aclc.ca and I will try 
and help you. I hope to see many of you 
in Kingston.

 
Barb Butler - Editor

The Spring Fling Silent Auction and reception took 
place at the RA Centre Ottawa on April 6th from 6-9pm.

There were over seventy fi ve people in attendance 
and over 2000 dollars raised for BIAC. There was a 
presentation by Jena Montgomery, a brain injury survivor.

We had over 55 donated auction items and a great time 
was had by all in attendance.

The Brain Injury Association of Canada would like 
to thank:

•  VLN Advanced Technologies Inc.

•  DAWG 101.9 FM

•  PM Events Services

•  All our volunteers!

•   And the caregivers, survivors, friends and business 
people who attended the evening event.

Cathryn Morgan and Harry Zarins BIACC h M d H Z i BIAC

H E N E W S L E T T E R O F T H E B R A I N I N J U R Y A

Ottawa Spring Fling Charity 
Auction and Reception 2013

Cathryn Morgan (prize donator) and Denise Unhola BIAC

mailto:barbbutler@biac-aclc.ca
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SAY ABRAKADABRA by Tyrone Bell

Tyrone was 32, three years out of graduate school 

and enjoying a successful career when 

brain injury struck. He spent 27 months 

in three hospitals, in the fi rst three of 

which, he was totally mute. 

However, aggressive therapies 

in a rehab program have 

worked miracles. Fortunately, 

his setbacks were temporary 

and not cognitive. After 15 years, 

his balance is still compromised, 

but improving.

When one suffers a brain injury, the loss of speech 
is only one setback that may be experienced.  This 
can be a very frightening experience.  After all, 
some people who lose their speech as a result of 
brain injury don’t regain it.  Also, one’s speech is 
important in his or her identity.  You therefore lose 
that part of your identity if you lose your voice.  
In my case, I was totally mute for the fi rst three 
months of my brain injury.  I wasn’t able to make 
any vocal sounds.  My eyes certainly came in handy 
since I could use them to clearly indicate “yes” or 
“no”.  I was very fortunate in that my speech loss 
was entirely physical, versus cognitive.  I had no 
diffi culty understanding language.  The problem 
with my speech-making ability was that my muscles 
that are responsible for producing speech were all 
weak and needed to regain normal strength before 
they could produce speech again.  This was where 
my speech therapy came in.

Since brain injury often results in an assault to 
more than one system, a survivor may experience 
numerous setbacks. For this reason, different 
therapies are employed and they often produce 
differing levels of success.  Speech therapy is one 
of the many therapies used in my rehab.  It was 
applied very aggressively, and I would say has been 
very successful, having guided me from muteness 
to having speech again.  I had what I thought was a 

good speech therapist.  She conducted her sessions 
both in small groups and in one-on-one interactions.  
Students/patients were often given oral, warm-
up exercises that were meant to strengthen the 
mouth and other speech-producing systems.  
Some examples were the exaggerated sounds of 
“buttercup, pa-ta-ka, and abracadabra.  The speech 
therapist also made some suggestions on things that 
I could do on my own, such as singing along with 
the radio and reading aloud.  I used the suggestions.

When I was completely mute, what I had was 
aphasia: a complete inability to speak.  When I 
started to speak again, but still, obviously had speech 
impairment, I had dysphasia: being able to speak but 
with an impairment.  Having a speech impairment 
made me sound drunk.  Therefore, I cannot blame 
the man who threatened to call the police, on me, a 
crank caller, after I accidentally dialed his number.  
There was a mall security guard, who thought my 
voice was that of a child playing with the phone 
and a receptionist who thought I was her “honey”, 
disguising my voice and playing a trick on her.  I 
revealed my identity before she revealed too much!!!!
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Cheshire Homes Society of British Columbia 
 
                                  …moving toward independence 

CheWheel, Walk, Run, 
for Brain Injury Awareness 

Who 
Cheshire Homes Society of BC provides support to 

survivors of 
Acquired Brain Injuries. 

What 

Cheshire Homes Society of BC will be hosting a  
5 km and 1 km, wheel, walk, run event for 

 Brain Injury Awareness Month. 
Learn! 

At the finish line, we invite you to join us for 
entertainment, guest speakers and information on the 

impact of Acquired Brain Injuries. 

When and Where? 

June 15th, 2013 
Start & finish at Lumberman’s Arch (Stanley Park) 

Vancouver.  
 

Start Time: 11 am 
Register by donation online or at the event  

(Suggested donation $10.00) 
Please visit www.cheshirehomes.ca for more 

information and to register! 
  

Register for the event before May 15th  
(to receive event gift). 

  

http://www.cheshirehomes.ca
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On September 4, 2012, I was 
told by a Neurosurgeon that I 
would never play hockey again or 
any other form of contact sports 
for the rest of my life.  I was 
diagnosed with Post-Concussion 
Syndrome as a result of three 
concussions that I had sustained 
(within three years) while playing 
high school hockey.  To say that 
this news was devastating and that 
it has impacted my life would be 
an understatement.  My story, as I 
am learning, is like so many others.  
Although, I am only able to express 
how a concussion(s) and diagnosis 
relates to me as an 18 year old 
athlete.

My name is Benjamin BB Gray 
and I was born May 17, 1994.  I 
am from West Pennant, NS (just 
20 kms south of Halifax).  I started 
playing hockey when I was 6 years old and had joined 
a local league.  During my 12 years of playing hockey, 
I played for competitive, house and school leagues.  I 
attended various hockey camps in Halifax, NS and 
Charlottetown, PEI to learn and try to master this 
sport.

In the beginning, I was both a Centre or Right Wing 
Forward player and the hockey camps that I attended 
were specialized in those areas of training.  After six 
years of playing as a Forward and after recuperating 
from the H1N1 fl u in my fi rst year of high school; in 
grade 10, my high school hockey Coach placed me back 
on the team as a Defenseman.  At the time, I thought I 
was going to get slaughtered in that position.  Based on 
the fact that Midget hockey players were bigger, faster 
and there was a defi nite difference between a grade 
10 and a grade 12 hockey player.  All of my formal 
training and hockey experience had been about being a 
forward player.  My parents totally supported the need 
for me to have more training as defensive player and 
put me in hockey camps to assist me in learning this 
new position.  I trained and worked hard at being the 
best defence player on the team.  I not only attended 

hockey practices, camps, regularly scheduled games, 
but I went to a gym and had a personal trainer and 
practiced my shots on a net in my back yard.  I was 
dedicated, motivated and passionate about this sport 
and in my eyes; only my best was good enough.

After the fi rst and second concussions I noticed some 
minor changes to my attention span and my 80-85 per 
cent average was being impacted.

By the time I had my third concussion, I was not 
allowed to play for 6 weeks.  I knew that the only way 
to get my Family Doctor to sign the permission slip to 
allow me back on the ice was to lie about my symptoms.  
A Doctor’s diagnosis/prognosis is only as effective as 
the concussed person’s capability of verbally expressing 
their symptoms.  Therefore, I was in control of my fate 
- not anyone else.  That decision would end up being a 
very irrational one.  The symptoms that I was trying to 
hide were headaches, dizziness and extreme fi ts of rage.

My family, friends, teachers could easily chalk my 
behaviour up to just being a teenager and an athlete 
who was full of adrenaline as a result of being the go-to 
player on the team.  The only one having more ice time 
than me at that time was the goalie.  

continued overleaf

S b I

My Concussion Story
by Benjamin BB Gray 

Benjamin BB Gray
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The coaches put me on the penalty kills, the shootouts, 
the overtime - I was in the zone.  The pressure of not 
wanting to let my coaches, my team, my family, the 
high school and myself down was overwhelming.

I was even invited to the Andrews Hockey Growth 
Programs Showcase in PEI, whereby scouts representing 
various hockey academies from all over North America 
would be seeking new young talent to play for their 
teams.  I managed in the last two weeks of my grade 
12 year to attend a training camp (in Charlottetown), 
write four exams (Halifax), attend Prom (Halifax), go 
back to the Hockey Showcase (Charlottetown) and 
be offered to play for fi ve different academies.  My 
education and my future were clearly being mapped 
out for the next few years.  I was set.  I was scheduled to 
head to Alberta to play for a hockey academy and two 
of its’ teams – when all of a sudden my world started to 
unravel.  I could not hide my symptoms anymore.  The 
anxiety became too much. 

A 911 call on August 20, 2012 was placed by my 
Mom as my Family were overwhelmed by the extreme 
despair that I was feeling.  After speaking with the 
Police, I went to an emergency appointment with my 
Family Physician the next day, who in turn put a rush 
on a Cat-scan and appointment to see a Neurosurgeon.

This had a profound effect on my family, my girlfriend 
and my best friends.  At this present time, I am not able 
to truly express my emotions about how my condition 
has affected the people who care about me as it just 
too sensitive of a topic for me.  When you are trying 
to navigate yourself through each day, the last thing 
that you want to invest all of your energy in is your 
emotions.  That does not make me ungrateful to the 
incredible support that I have received from my family, 
but it has been an emotion that I have not addressed or 
wish to express at this time.

My symptoms have not only been exacerbated by 
the diagnosis, but by the trauma of the news that I will 
never play the sport I love again.  How do you heal?  
How do you move on?  My new path to wellness has 
included counselling (through an EPA program from 
my Mother’s work), researching, diet (green tea to 
help with anxiety; food rich with anti-oxidants to help 
support the healing of my brain), rest, patience, a new 
black lab puppy (that my parents bought for me on 
September 9th to help me heal) and a new car (a new 

focus and sense of accomplishment for me).

As I have had a lot of time to refl ect and try to 
put the pieces of my life back together, I realize that 
several factors told the story of how my concussions 
had affected me.  My grades, my personality, my angry 
outbursts, mood swings, lack of focus, indecisiveness, 
depression, frustration and anxiety were all too much 
to manage. 

The Neurosurgeon has noticed some signs of 
improvement and encouraged me to go back to the gym 
to incorporate some exercise, but I was not allowed to 
use heavy weights.  You have to also realize that not 
only was I told that I would never play any form of 
contact sports again, but on that September 4, 2012 
appointment, the Neurosurgeon said that I had to stop 
going to the gym.  I even had a personal trainer for 
months – I was in the best shape that I had ever been.  
For someone who had made physical fi tness just as 
much of a priority as being the best hockey player that I 
could be, this was a double whammy.  How do you stay 
in shape?  How would I release my energies?

I do not know what my future holds let alone how 
each day will unfold, but I do know that my story 
may help shed some light on how a concussed 18 year 
old person feels and the array of emotions that I am 
constantly encountering.  As my Mother tries to relay 
to me that as rotten of a deal that this has been, “it 
could be so much worse - I could not know my own 
name, or even hers.  I could be in a hospital bed.  My 
life is meant to have a different purpose”.  I just have to 
try and fi gure out what that purpose may be.  I have to 
make sure that this experience and diagnosis does not 
defi ne me or my potential.

 

Benjamin B. B. Gray

West Pennant, NS

My Concussion Story continued
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NEW Concussion Awareness Training Toolkit 
Dear Colleagues, 

I’m very pleased and excited to let you know 
that a newly developed online concussion training 
tool is ready and available for health practitioners. 
This resource has gone through extensive review, 
both provincially and nationally, and is going 
to standardize concussion knowledge and care 
throughout the country!

Based upon established international principles 
(Zurich Concussion Guidelines) , the aim of CATT 
is to standardize concussion recognition, diagnosis, 
treatment and management. It is currently being 
evaluated in British Columbia.

Good concussion management reduces the risk of 
further brain damage and potentially reduces health 
care costs related to long-term health issues. 

CATT features a learner-directed online training 
module supplemented with

• Diagnostic tools 

• Clinical resources

• Patient handouts

• Journal articles

• Related websites 

• Concussion videos 

• Case studies

• Expert talks

The NEW Concussion Awareness Training 
Toolkit – CATT – is FREE and available online at 
www.cattonline.com. Furthermore, you can take 
the online training at your leisure and if you have 
time constraints, you can pick up where you left off 
the next time you visit the tool.

This project is funded by BC Children’s Hospital 
Foundation and Child Health BC. 

Please note, CATT resources are currently being 
updated based on the results of the 4th International 
Conference on Concussion in Sport held in Zurich, 
November 2012, including new diagnostic SCAT 
tools.

We hope you fi nd this tool useful and welcome 
your feedback!

Dr. Shelina Babul

See overleaf for more details

Acquired Brain Injury is a leading cause of death 
and disability in Canada. The statistics available 
show the incidence of brain injury, and its impact, 
is more common than breast cancer, spinal cord 
injury, multiple sclerosis, and HIV/AIDS combined. 

Some other fi gures available are:

•  It is estimated that each year, 150,000 to 
165,000 Canadians suffer an ABI

•  Of those, approximately 65,000 are left 
permanently disabled

•  As of 2010, statistics show 1.3 million 
Canadians live with an ABI

•  795 children out of 100,000 individuals suffer a 
brain injury each year 

•  Approximately every 3 minutes one person 
suffers a brain injury in Canada

•  It is the leading cause of disability in people 
under age 44

•  Each severe brain injury costs $400,000 at the 
time of injury: 

•  The direct and indirect costs of Traumatic Brain 
Injury alone in Canada are $3 billion annually. 

(Note: statistics obtained from BIAC; www.ottawa 

To read the full report
CLICK HERE

Challenges Living with an Invisible Injury - Discussion Report 
Brain Injury Association of Canada Annual Conference 
September 26, 27, 28th 2012 Ottawa, Ontario

http://www.ottawa
http://www.cattonline.com
http://biac-aclc.ca/pdf/ConferenceReport2012AprilImpact.pdf
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NEW! Concussion Clinical Toolkit 
for Health Practitioners

The new Concussion Awareness Training Toolkit 
– CATT – is ready to be launched both in British 
Columbia and across the Country. Funded by the BC 
Children’s Hospital Foundation and Child Health BC, 
and in collaboration with the BC Medical Association, 
CATT has been developed by a team of injury prevention 
researchers and emergency department doctors and 
has been extensively reviewed both provincially and 
nationally. 

 Based upon established international principles, the 
aim of CATT is to standardize concussion recognition, 
diagnosis, treatment and management. CATT features 
a learner-directed online training module supplemented 
with diagnostic tools (SCAT 2) and links to clinical 
resources, patient handouts, journal articles, related 
websites and concussion videos.

Care costs related to long-term health issues. 
CATT is undergoing a two-pronged evaluation. Part 

1 of the evaluation is looking at changes in knowledge, 
attitudes and practices among physicians and nurses 
following completion of the CATT tutorial and access 
to the tools and links. Part 2 looks at changes in family 
experiences when attending the emergency department 
at the British Columbia Children’s Hospital with a 
head injured child.

CATT is FREE and is now available online at 
www.cattonline.com.

CATT qualifi es for MainPro M2 credits for clinicians.

Child Health BC is a 
network of British Columbia 

health authorities, BC 
government ministries, 

health professionals, and 
provincial partners dedicated 
to improve the health status 

and health outcomes of 
BC’s children and youth by 
working collaboratively to 
build an integrated and 

accessible system of health 
services. One of the focus 
areas of Child Health BC is 

injury prevention.

http://www.cattonline.com
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Media partners:        Caregiver Solutions        Today’s Kids in Motion        Rehab & Community Care Medicine    *For entry forms and full contest rules, visit canadacares.org    © 2013 Canada Cares Resource Network

CANADIAN ABILITIES FOUNDATION

canadacares.org
Canada Cares is a not-for-profit organization that celebrates 

and recognizes caregivers from coast to coast.

Enter to WIN 1 of 3 MV-1 accessible vehicles* and many other prizes at canadacares.org!

Tell us how much they care…
Do you know an unpaid caregiver or health professional 
who deserves recognition? Show your appreciation by 
nominating them for a Canada Cares Caregiver Award.  
Visit www.canadacares.org for full details. Be a part of  
our salute to caregivers across the country:

•  Caregivers will be recognized in Western, Central,  
Atlantic and Northern Canada.

•   Our Canada Cares Caregiver of the Year will be  
chosen from our regional winners.

•   The Canada Cares One Wish Award will be granted  
to one exceptional application. 

Nominations will be accepted until September 30th, 2013.

Canada Cares Caregiver Awards

Nominate  
the most deserving caregivers

http://www.canadacares.org


BRAIN INJURY ASSOCIATION OF CANADA ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

September 25, 26, 27 2013
Ambassador Conference Resort in Kingston, Ontario

Shawn O`Sullivan
Shawn O’Sullivan is a former 

Olympic boxer, champion and true 

Canadian icon. Shawn is the most 

decorated amateur in Canadian 

boxing history, capturing 2 World 

Amateur Championships, and an 

Olympic Silver Medal. Shawn was 

also very well known for his ‘boy 

next door’ charm and his intelligent, 

articulate and well thought out 

quips. Retiring from his sport came 

with many challenges for Shawn. As 

an avid sports fan and world-class 

athlete, Shawn was troubled with 

the frequency of serious concussions 

in sports like hockey and football. 

He was also feeling the effects of 

the sport he participated in for so 

many years. After experiencing 

memory loss, slurring of the speech 

and other difficulties Shawn sought 

medical help. He soon found out 

that serious head injuries never heal, 

and he wanted to use his notoriety 

and passion to help young kids and 

other athletes with staying safe while 

playing the sports we all love.

Dr. Mark Bayley, Toronto Rehab, Dr. Tanya Packer, Dalhousie University, 
 Dr. Bonnie Swaine, University of Montreal, Celina Rayonne Chavannes, Neurological Heath Charities Canada 

A complete list of speakers will be made available soon.
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“Protect yourself 
Protect your 

future”

Claire Smith

“Who Am I Now:
Research as 
a Step in my 

Healing Process”

Claire Smith, Ph.D., 

graduated in December 

2010 from the University 

of Ottawa. Both her M.A. 

and Ph.D. theses were 

autoethnographical studies 

of head injury. Currently, 

she works on contracts 

from a home office. She 

is also writing a creative 

nonfiction book in which 

she will compose the 

stories of others who have 

faced challenges, as well as 

including stories describing 

her life as a Canadian 

Equestrian Team athlete, a 

survivor of head injury, and 

a Ph.D. graduate. 

Sh O`S lliCl i S ith

Our keynote speakers include these prodigious Olympians

Sessional Speakers Include 



Brain Injury Association of Canada, 440 Laurier Ave. West, Suite 200, Ottawa, Ontario, K1R 7X6
Phone: 613-762-1222 • Toll Free: 1-866-977-2492 • Fax: 613-782-2228 • www.biac-aclc.ca

Bridgid RudenMark Palmer

“Realistic Hope 
Aspirations 
Beyond a 

Traumatic Brain 
Injury”

Mark Palmer suffered a traumatic 

brain injury 40+ years ago, when 

he was broadsided by a Detroit 

city bus, and has been rebuilding 

his life ever since. After 15 

surgeries, countless rounds 

of physical, speech, and other 

therapies, Mark has persevered. 

He has parlayed the lessons 

learned from his TBI into success 

as an entrepreneur, CEO, sales 

executive, and coach - showing 

companies, sales teams, and 

individuals how to exceed their 

loftiest goals. Mark has lived a 

remarkable life - a possibility 

he extends to all TBI victims by 

offering them Realistic Hope: 

that by accepting their “new 

normal” they can begin the 

journey of recovery and live a 

happy, fulfilling life.

Bridgid’s presentation as a TBI 

survivor is profound, miraculous 

and engaging.  Her voice of 

expression paints the terrain of 

every emotion that one goes 

through when life presents a 

major shift in who you are, what 

you do, and how you navigate 

through life…. one breath at a 

time. Bridgid threads the lively 

and interaction presentation 

with truth, tears and laughter…. 

authenticity.  One walks 

away from her presentation 

marveling with awe at how 

strong and amazing she is to 

have survived such an intense 

journey of healing. Perhaps 

we are all touched by an angel 

when you hear her story.

Linda Lowery
Until October 2008, when her 

only biological child suffered a 

catastrophic brain injury, Linda 

was the Substance Abuse and 

Violence Prevention Coordinator 

for the Durham District School 

Board. Following an early 

retirement necessitated by this 

tragedy, Linda devoted her skills 

and energy to the rehabilitation 

of her son and the navigation 

of a new world of brain injury. 

A stepmother of four at the 

time of her son’s accident, Linda 

had to maintain strength for 

a family already rocked by the 

earlier suicide of a daughter and 

sibling. 

During the 48 days in ICU, and 

during the months and years of 

rehab, Linda stayed by her only 

child’s side, advocating tirelessly, 

at time challenging the systems 

that threatened to envelope him 

and insisting endlessly that she 

was a vital part of her son’s rehab 

and recovery

“No Limit”

Also speaking our friends from North America

Keynote Speakers

http://www.biac-aclc.ca


2013 BIAC CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM
If financial assistance is required please contact your local and provincial ABI Association and sponsors.

REGISTRATION PRICES

Your Name

Address

City

Telephone

Provincial Association (if applicable)

Special needs we should be aware of

Email (valid email)

Province

Postal Code

Complete it and fax it to: 613-782-2228. Make your payment through PayPal (see website) or mail a check and this form to

The Brain Injury Association of Canada 2013 Conference; 440 Laurier Ave. West, Suite 200; Ottawa, Ontario, K1R 7X6.

(first and last)

Professionals & Health Care Providers

Survivors

Family/Caregiver (when accompanying a survivor)

Registered Student or Senior (over 60)

Single Day

Student/Senior Single Day

Survivor Single Day

Complete this part according to who you are 

and when you are registering. Remember, 

early bird registration prices are only up to 

July 15th. So make sure you complete and 

send it in good time. See our website for 

accomodation options.

Early Bird $400

Early Bird $210

Early Bird $210

Early Bird $325

Early Bird $135

Early Bird $100

Early Bird $100After July 15, $475

After July 15, $275

After July 15, $275

After July 15, $325

After July 15, $135

After July 15, $100

After July 15, $100

Registration



Hotel Information
Brain Injury Association of Canada 
2013 Annual Conference
Official Hotel

Ambassador Conference Resort
1550 Princess Street

Kingston, ONT.

K7M 9E3

613-548-3605 

contact@ambassadorhotel.com

www.ambassadorhotel.com

Please reserve your rooms before 
September 1st, 2013 to take 
advantage of the conference rates.

ROOM RATES

Standard
2 Queen Bedroom    $105 

Comfort Class
2 Queen Bedroom    $115

Business Class
King Bedroom    $115

King Whirlpool Room
(king bed & 2 person whirlpool)  $145

King Whirlpool Deluxe
(king bed, sofa bed & 4  

person whirlpool)    $155

The above rates are subject to applicable taxes.

The rates are based on single and double 
occupancy.

Take exit #613 (Sydenham Road) off Hwy 401. 

Follow Sydenham Road south until you reach the first 

set of lights. 

Turn left on to Princess Street (Hwy 2). 

The Ambassador Resort Hotel is located on the right, 

just after the overpass.

A great way to start your getaway to Kingston is with 

a romantic adventure on the rails. It’s a great way to 

relax, enjoy a book, do the crossword or enjoy the 

beautiful scenery, traffic free!VIA Rail Canada travels to 

Kingston with frequent departures from stations in the 

Quebec City/Windsor Corridor, with a variety of fares 

that will suit your budget too. Train travel to Kingston 

is quick, comfortable and convenient. Treat yourself 

to VIA 1 known for its delicious meals and excellent 

service.

You can also fly into Kingston from Toronto’s Pearson 

International Airport with Air Ontario. Promotional 

fares are often available. Call 888-247-2262 or consult 

www.aircanadaregional.ca. From the U.S., there are 

flights into both Syracuse and Watertown Airports.

Directions

mailto:contact@ambassadorhotel.com
http://www.ambassadorhotel.com
http://www.aircanadaregional.ca
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Proud sponsors of the 
Brain Injury Association of Canada

Please note: 
The opinions expressed in Impact, the 
newsletter of the Brain Injury Association of 
Canada (BIAC) are those of the respective 
authors and not necessarily those of the Brain 
Injury Association of Canada. BIAC will not be 
liable for any damages or losses howsoever 
sustained, as a result of the reliance on or 
use by a reader or any other person  of the 
information, opinion, or products expressed, 
advertised or otherwise contained here in. 
Where appropriate, professional advice should 
be sought.

Proud sponsors of the 
Brain Injury Association of Canada

40 Laurier Ave. West, Suite 200, Ottawa, Ontario, K1R 7X6
Phone: 613-762-1222, Toll Free: 1-866-977-2492
Fax: 613-782-2228, E-mail: info@biac-aclc.ca
www.biac-aclc.ca

Highlights from the Desk of 
the Executive Director, 
Harry Zarins

As I write this, I have just learned about an Ottawa 
teen rugby player who died as a result of a brain 
injury. As the story develops, it is beginning to sound 
like a death due to second impact syndrome. Only 
after an autopsy takes place will that be confi rmed. 
This tragic story once again tells us that far more 
education is required to inform Canadians about 
concussions, a brain injury. A nationally funded 
brain injury awareness program is what is needed 
touching today’s youth, parents and seniors at play, 
home and work. Canadians should know what the 
signs and symptoms are of concussion and know 
that the symptoms should be monitored closely. Our 
Association’s condolences go out to the family, team 
mates and friends of Rowan Stringer.

Brain Injury Awareness Month - June, will be upon 
us in just a few weeks and from what I have heard 
and seen grassroots organizations are gearing up to 
spread the word about the spectrum of disabilities 
associated with brain injury. As a well-known MP 
recently told me if the community wants improved 
services and care,  survivors and caregivers have to 
visit their provincial MPP’s or MLA’s and federal 
MP’s and make them aware of the gaps in the health 
system when it comes to caring for Canadians 
suffering from brain injury. Every town, city, 
provincial legislature and the House of Commons 
should acknowledge Brain injury Awareness Month. 

I encourage brain injury grassroots and provincial 
organizations to lead the way to their appropriate 
elected government offi cials and declare June Brain 
Injury Awareness Month. To all, best of luck in your 
activities throughout the month.

As you will see in this issue, our annual conference 
is taking shape and every indication points to another 
best ever! Register today to take advantage of the 
early bird rates.

Now that summer is upon us encourage your friends 
and neighbours to behave responsibly, wear a helmet 
when cycling or participating in any sport where a 
helmet is a required piece of equipment. Drive within 
the speed limits at all times.  Cyclists and drivers 
must share the road and respect each other. Fall proof 
your home for young and old. Last but not least- 
drink responsibly!

Have a safe spring and summer!

For recent developments in the brain injury 
world follow BIAC-ACLC on Facebook, Twitter 
and Pinterest.

Harry
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